Nazi UFO
As the German scientists on Project Paperclip stated, they did develop these ships
during the war. However, you can see in the Vedas that the ancients had the same
ships, as Hindu leaders who were Vedic scholars such as Prabhupada stated the same
thing.
The shape of the ship is round to put a mercury ring within it that spins like a chakra
(chakra means sacred wheel) and generates what is now called a Taurus Field within
and around the ship that allows the ship to operate. Now, NASA goes into space with
the rocket ship and the astronauts suffer horrible side effects of zero gravity that
destroys their physical body.
The earth spins and this generates a Taurus Field around our earth that creates this
force we require to live and be healthy. The design of the saucer has the spinning wheel
that generates the same energy field, the Taurus Field that allows for beings to travel
through space and be fine. That is how nature exists and how organic technology
operates.
Our current science is devoid of anything realistic and is operating on aberrant and
Jewish thinking, as Telsa stated. We are not going anywhere positive with it. Take a
look around technologically and scientifically. We are living in the 1950s but with
computers. This is because the Jews have held us back. Remember, it was the Jews
that destroyed Telsa and destroyed the careers and lives of numerous geniuses from
science, to medicine, to technology to maintain their control.
We should not be using combustion technology that is dangerous to our planet and
health. The Jews are the ones who maintain this paradigm for power and economic
control through wealth.
This also proves that we live in an energetic Cosmos, not the stale inert soulless one
that the false science of Jewish materialism claims. The Jews have worked to suppress
knowledge of nature and the nature of the soul, even by putting taboos into science
about studying spiritual, psychic subjects, and working to remove the memory and work
of famous scientists who in their day studied this subject and reported positively on its
existence and demanded to keep studying this subject, as it is of vital importance for
human knowledge.

HeilOdin666 wrote: “A person I was talking to doubts your theory about the
earth spinning causing a torus field because they think the earth is flat. Well
they doubt the part but they believe earth has this field. What do you say to
them? This is my knowledge.
Also didn't shauberg (sp?) have non mercury powered flying disks?”
You can see from living on earth, the earth is round and it rotates.
Just look at the phases of the moon and how the sun rises and sets. The idea of
longitude works, and so does the Math that accounts for a spherical Earth that rotates.
They know from the full moons in the different hemispheres that the earth is round as
well. The Greeks, Egyptians, and Sumerians also knew the earth is round. We know
from videos and pictures of the earth from space that it’s round and it rotates.
This person thinks they can get into a plane and literally fly off the edge of the flat earth
into outer space..... Why? Cause the bible says so. Flat earth is taken from the
Christard creationist society founded in the last century.
For more information, read the article on Satan’s Library dealing with this Flat Earth
subject and how it’s a form of mimetic warfare being pushed into the truther world by
dubious characters.
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